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 Introduction 
   Block streams  (B/ockstrãme)  and block fields (boulder fields, Felsenmeere) 
have been generally understood as landforms covering considerable stretches of 
area with rubble  blocks: block streams show the linear stretch on gentle slopes in 
shallow valley bottoms, while block fields stretch areally on almost flat surfaces 
 (Budel 1937, Klaer 1956, Wilhelmy 1958, Woldstedt  1961). Therefore, between 
block streams and block fields there are no differences except either "linear" or 
"areal" , but when we consider the problems of developmental mechanisms of 
their landforms, the former often implies that it had a period of specific movement 
of blocks (massive flows due to solifluction) under the periglacial conditions, while 
the latter often implies that it is equivalent to the mass of rubble blocks which were 
formed in situ. However, the usage of these terms has not been strict. In Japan, 
where the studies of such landforms have not been carried out so far, the usage of 
these terms is mostly morphologic rather than genetic. 
   Moreover, as to the problems of mechanisms and the age of the formation of 
block streams, a definite conclusion has not yet been reached even in  Europe 
where the study of such landforms originated. And the dualism between the 
rock-controlled theory by Richthofen, A. Penck, W. Penck and others, and the 
climatogenetic theory by Lozinski,  flOgbom and others opposed to each other 
from the dawning of the study  — still remains among the students. For example, 
we can recognize this controversy in the thesis by Rother (1965) against the 
concepts of  Biidel (1937), Fezer (1953), Wilhelmy (1958) and others. Besides, 
there is another controversy between the monogenetic and the polygenetic theories 
in regard to block-building an exmaple is the discussion on the formation of 
Pennine tors between Linton (1955, 1964) and Palmer & Radley (1961)—. 
   As to the landforms of accumulated blocks in the  Kitakami mountains, the 
writer ventures to call them as block streams, because of their linear or elongated 
shapes and the evidence of the movement of blocks in their development. 
1 Landforms of block streams in the Himekamidake area 
   The Kitakami mountains are in the northeastern part of Honshu Island 
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streams and granitic or granodioritic areas in the
extending in the north-south direction. There are many areas composed of 
Mesozoic granite or granodiorite in the mountains, where the writer found many 
block streams in several  areas: Himekamidake area (Matsumoto 1967, 1970), 
Miyamori area (Matsumoto 1964),  Hitokabe-K6moriiwa area (Matsumoto 1964, 
1966), Sanriku Coastal area (Matsumoto 1962) and Yagoshiyama area (Matsumoto 
1966) (Fig. 1). Block streams in the Himekamidake area have the largest 
scale among them. 
   Mt. Himekamidake (1,124 m above the sea level) lies in the northwestern 
part of the Kitakami mountains, and its top rises as a monadnock above an 
elevated peneplain (Sotoyama plateau) which extends southeastward from it.
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           Fig. 2 Block streams and their environs in the Himekamidake area 
 H: Himekamidake (1,124.5 m)  S: 915.9 m  D: 835 m  T: Tokidateyama 
       (516 m) M: Monomiyama (688.5 m) E: Water power plant at Hinoto 
       (475 m)  N: Nakanomata  0: Ohira  K: Katsurazawa  Y. Yokomichizawa 
Several kinds of fossilized periglaical landforms can be seen on this elevated 
peneplain at the altitude of 700-1,000 meters. 
   The main divide runs southward from the top of Mt. Himekamidake in this 
area. All block streams except one are located along the shallow valley bottoms 
in the  west-facing gentle slopes of the main divide (Fig. 2, Photo. 1). 
   At the upper parts of these shallow valleys many large rock ledges resembling 
tors (Felsburgen) stand showing vertical free faces up to several meters 
(Photo. 2). These ledges are penetrated at intervals of 0.5 to 4 meters by joints 
of three directions at right angles one another. 
   Block streams originate just below these rock ledges and sweep downward in 
the shallow valley bottoms. The width of block streams is less than ten meters 
at the upper course, but at the middle and lower courses it reaches 50-60 meters or 
more. A block stream at Hinoto, the largest one of the area, has about 10 
tributary block tracts at the upper and middle courses (Photo. 3), but at the lower 
course they join one huge block stream with the width of 150-200 meters (Photo. 4 
and 5). The length of block streams in the area is generally several hundred
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 meters and that of the largest one exceeds 1 kilometer. The gradient of block 
 streams is 20 degrees or more at the upper course, and at the middle and lower 
 courses it is 6-18 degrees. 
    The blocks composed of granodiorite are generally 1-4 meters in diameter and 
some of them have characteristic shapes either round (woolsack) (Photo. 6) or 
angular (Photo. 7). However, most of the blocks are intermediate or sub-angular 
in shape reflecting lithological hardness. 
    Most of block streams in the area are covered with trees. Although running 
water, visible through scattered openings among blocks, tends to wash away 
interstitial fine material, block streams show no evidence of recent movement. 
    Some block streams terminate with a tongue-like shape at the lower end of 
amphitheater-like valley bottoms (about 400 meters  a.s.1.), and others have 
specific gentle slopes (gradient is roughly 10 degrees) at the lower end of block 
streams (Photo. 8). 
    At the end of the block stream at Hinoto, the writer observed that the block 
stream lies on the deeply-weathered horizon of granodiorite which contains many 
core stones, and that block stream is covered with black volcanic ash layer  (10-
20 centimeters thick) (Photo. 9). The thickness of the block stream at this 
section is 1.5-4 meters or more, and interstitial fine material has been preserved 
as yet at the lower half, but it has been almost flushed away at the upper half. 
The interstitial fine material consists of waste material resulted from the deeply-
weathered granodiorite and the dark brown volcanic ashes containing fragments of 
orange-colored pumice. 
   There are several sheets of volcanic ash layer in the  area  : the uppermost is 
black ash layer (10-20 centimeters thick), and the second is dark brown loamy ash 
layer (100-200 centimeters) which contains orange-colored pumice layer (3-7 
centimeters) close to the bottom. The orange-colored pumice fragments in the 
interstitial fine material of block streams are derived from this layer. 
 in the Kitakami mountains including this area, the deeply-weathered horizon 
of granite or granodiorite (several meters or more in depth) is observed extensively. 
2 Common features in block streams in the Kitakami mountains 
   Block streams in the Kitakami mountains have common features in forms, 
lithology and site. 
1) Common features in forms. 
   Most of block streams in the Kitakami mountains are on gentle slopes in the 
shallow valleys. Their scales are generally 80-1,300 meters long, 10-200 meters 
wide, 2-5 meters thick, and the gradients are 6-18 degrees at the lower and
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middle courses, and more than 20 degrees at the upper courses. These block 
streams unconformably overlie the deeply-weathered horizon of bed-rocks. They 
are relict and fossilized at present. 
   Blocks in these block streams are 1-3 meters in diameter in general, and 
some of them have the characteristic shape of woolsack or angular. 
2) Common features in lithology. 
   Most of block streams in the Kitakami mountains are composed of granite or 
granodiorite, except those in the Yagoshiyama area (monzonite). 
   It has been accepted that blocks or block-landforms are easily formed from 
plutonic rocks, especially granite or granodiorite  (Btidel 1937,  HOvermann 1949, 
1953, Fezer 1953, Klaer 1956, Schick 1958,  Frdnzle 1959, Rother 1965, Imamura 
1963,  etc.). Wilhelmy (1958) explained the facts as  follows: coarse grained 
character  (GrobkOrnigkeit), not being stratified (Schichtlosigkeit), definite hard-
ness (gewissen  Heirte) and  joint and fissure systems developed in three dimensions 
(parallelepipedische  Absonderung). 
   For the formation of some kinds of blocks or block-landforms, effects of 
climatic factors and lithological factors are  relative: in one case climatic factors 
have a decisive effect, while in another case lithological factors have a strong effect. 
For example, under the severe periglacial climate, lithological factors do not have 
an important effect, but climatic factors have a decisive effect on the formation 
of blocks, because frost-splitting (Frostsprengung) strongly acts on bare rocks 
there. On the other hand, under the weak periglacial climate close to the middle 
latitudes, climatic  factors have no more an important effect, but lithological 
factors act decisively. Judging from this, in the border zone between periglacial 
and temperate regions, it can be considered that blocks or block streams are only 
formed in the particular place where both climatic and lithological factors 
interact together. 
   Block streams in the Kitakami mountains are not  the harmonized forms in 
 climato-genetic geomorphology" which are being formed under the present climatic 
conditions, but are "the inharmonious forms in climato-genetic geomorphology" 
which are not being formed at present. Besides, these inharmonious forms are not 
always simple fossilized forms, but they are "the poly-genetic forms (in a sense of 
Mehrzeitformen) in climato-genetic geomorphology" which were formed by three 
different climato-genetic agencies. 
   The Kitakami mountains is located near the border zone between periglacial 
and temperate regions. For this reason, periglacial and temperate climates must 
have prevailed alternately in the area during Pleistocene when climatic changes 
brought the horizontal and vertical shifts of climatic zones. However, land-
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forms harmonized with periglacial climate cannot have been thoroughly developed 
all over the area, because periglacial agencies were not influential enough to 
develop the harmonized forms, either in intensity or in duration, as they were of 
border zone. Therefore, landforms harmonized with periglacial climate were 
restricted to the particular rocks which responded to periglacial agencies 
sensitively. 
   Granite or granodiorite must have been the most suitable rock to form blocks 
and block streams under the periglacial environment at the border zone. However, 
the blocks in the area were not only formed actually during periglacial time, but 
prepared potentially during preceding warm periods. Block streams in the 
area cannot have developed so strongly but for the potential formation of blocks. 
3) Common features in site. 
   Block streams in the Kitakami mountains (1) are found in the dissected 
gentle slopes surrounding the elevated peneplains, and (2) most of them lie on 
west- or south-facing slopes (Table 1). 
   The reason for (1) is related to two prerequisites to the formation of block 
streams — sufficient preparation or production of blocks in the upper slopes, and 
the presence of gentle slopes on which block streams remain as accumulated forms 
of blocks. — In that sense, it is conceivable that the gentle slopes surrounding 
the elevated peneplains offered the most suitable site to the formation of block 
streams. 
   The fact of (2) shows that the direction of slopes was an important factor in 
the formation of block streams in the area. Moreover, from this fact we can 
presume to some extent the climatic conditions at the period when blocks were 
               Table 1 Scales, altitudes and directions of block streams 
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being moved. 
    Recently some reports have shown that many parts of the Kitakami mountains 
were placed under the periglacial climate during the last glacial time (Suzuki 1962, 
 WakO 1966). In that time,  west- and south-facing slopes in the area must have 
been subjected to more intense freeze-and-thaw action than east- and north-facing 
slopes. Consequently large scale block-flows due to solifluction took place in these 
west- and south-facing slopes. Presumably, the fact that most of block streams 
are located in these slopes can be explained as a differential perigladial phenomenon 
due to the direction of slopes. The same explanation has been proposed by 
Fezer (1953) concerning the block fields in the Schwarzwald. 
3 Three stages of the formation of block streams in the Himekamidake 
    area 
   As to the formation of block streams in the  Himekamidake area the writer 
considers following three stages. 
1) The potential formation of woolsack-blocks and tors (Felsburgen) by deep-
weathering in  pre-Wurm warm periods. 
    As mentioned above, woolsack- and angular-blocks are in coexistence in 
block streams in the Himekamidake area, which proves that the potential forma-
tion of woolsack-blocks preceded the movement of blocks. If the formation of 
woolsack-blocks succeeded the movement of blocks, it will be unreasonable that 
some blocks have been reduced to woolsack-shape while some have remained 
angular in the equal duration. 
   In the Kitakami mountains including the Himekamidake area, the deeply-
weathered horizon of granite or granodiorite including many core stones of 
woolsack-form can be often observed, which is unconformably overlaid by block 
streams. From these facts, it is clear that the potential formation of woolsack-
blocks and tors preceded the movement of blocks, and the very time was the 
period of deep weathering (chemical weathering) extending over the Kitakami 
mountains. 
   German studies have proved that subsurface chemical weathering under the 
warm and humid climate is indispensable for the formation of woolsack-blocks 
of granite. In the Mittelgebirge in Germany, indeed, it has been generally 
accepted that the deeply-weathered horizon and core stones of granite was formed 
during Tertiary in many cases  (HOvermann 1949). After  BiAdel (1937) the deeply-
weathered horizon (Vergrusung) with more than several meters depth was formed 
at the last glacial time or before. 
   As to the age of that in the Kitakami mountains, some geomorphologists and
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pedologists have considered that it may be correlated to the last interglacial 
(Shimosueyoshi) or older ages by the existence of red-colouration of the super-
ficial material at the deeply-weathered horizon (Matsui & Kato 1962,  WakO 1963, 
1964). Therefore, the first stage was the age of the potential formation of 
woolsack-blocks and tors, and it was the last interglacial or older ages. 
2) The exhumation of woolsack-blocks and tors by removal of fine grained waste 
material, block-building by frost-splitting, and also block-flows by means of 
solifluction under the periglacial environment in the last glacial time. 
   Block streams in the Himekamidake area, as mentioned above, are not block 
fields formed in situ as residual blocks, but they are landforms which were trans-
ported by some kind of earth-flows. 
   As to the age of the movement of blocks, we can determine both its lower and 
upper limits from the existence of orange-colored pumice fragments in matrix of 
block streams, and black volcanic ash layer overlying block  streams: the movement 
of blocks was contemporaneous with or subsequent to the age of the falling of 
pumice fragments, and it preceded the falling of black volcanic ashes, because at 
the falling of black volcanic ashes blocks were already in present place. 
    The orange-colored pumice fragments are found, scattered or in a densely 
aggregated thin layer, in the dark brown loamy ash layer, which are a part of 
ejecta originated from the Iwate volcanoes. According to Nakagawa (1961, 1963), 
Morioka terrace the lower terrace developed along the upper coruse of the 
Kitakami river, and correlated with the lower terraces along the middle and lower 
courses which were formed during the last glacial time — is covered by this dark 
brown loamy ash layer with conformity. And Murayama (1966) says that this 
layer is compared with Tachikawa loam in the  Kanto plain which was deposited 
during the last glacial time. On the other hand, the black volcanic ash layer corres-
ponds to the ejecta in the historic times from the Iwate volcanoes (Murayama 
1966). 
    Then, we must consider the mode of the movement of blocks. Two interpreta-
tions of the problem have been advanced in Japan. One of those is debris-
flows-theory by assuming abnormal floods (Ichinose & Oya 1961), and another is 
the peculier  block-flows-theory under cold climate (Iwatsuka 1961, Suzuki 1960, 
etc.). When we apply the former theory to the block streams in the Hime-
kamidake area, it is not completely unsuitable, because if sufficient water is 
given to a mass of blocks containing interstitial fine material, massive flows begin 
to arise and huge blocks with buoyancy in the flows are moved rather easily 
(Beaty 1963). In that sense, there is something common between debris-flows and 
solifluctions.
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    Block streams in the Himekamidake area, however, have several evidences 
inconsistent with this  interpretation  : they are located near valley head where the 
catchment area is extremely limited, most of them lie on the west- and  south-
facing slopes, woolsack-and angular-blocks coexist in them, and peculier gentle 
slopes are at and near the lower end of them. 
   Thereafter, we must consider the latter interpretation. In this case, the fact 
that the periglacial environment was actually in the area is indispesnable. On this 
subject, involution  (TaschenbOden) discovered by the writer at the Sotoyama 
plateau (at the road-cutting of 680 meters  a.s.l.) serves as a very important 
evidence to infer climatic conditions in the Kitakami mountains at that time. 
   In the involution which extends 45 meters along the road, both the orange-
colored pumice layer (7 cm ± in thickness) and the dark-colored sandy ash layer 
(25  cm-±) thrust out with pointed crowns into the dark-brown loamy ash layer 
(110 cm±), and on the whole it shows the remarkable folded pattern (Fig. 3). 
   This cutting shows that the age of the involution was contemporaneous with 
or preceded by the period of the deposition of the dark-brown loamy ash layer 
containing the orange-colored pumice layer, but it preceded the deposition of the 
black ash layer. Therefore, its lower and upper limits of time correspond with 
those of the movement of blocks almost perfectly. For that reason this age falls 
in the last glacial time. 
   In addition, the writer estimated for cautions sake the heights of hypothetical 
snowline and timber line in the last glacial time in the Kitakami mountains 
according to the methods of Kobayashi (1957, 1962), Kaizuka (1962) and  Btidel 
(1953), and they were estimated at about 2,000 and 500 meters respectively. In 
the Kitakami mountains, therefore, the higher parts than 500 meters were presumed 
to be exposed to the vigorous periglacial agencies. This estimation roughly 
conforms to the altitudes of block streams in the mountains. 
   As to the movement of blocks, the writer has considered that it took place by 
way of solifluction under the periglacial environment. At that time, fine 
grained material, which consists of deeply-weathered products and volcanic ashes, 
must have played an important role as lubricant. 
   Incidentally, during this periglacial period, exhumation of core stones and tors 
took place by removal of fine grained waste material due to earth-flows, and also 
angular-blocks were formed by intensive frost-splitting acting on bare rocks. We 
can see these angular-blocks in the upper course of block streams and the top of Mt. 
Himekamidake. 
3) Present gradual flushing of interstitial fine material. 
   Block streams that had moved under the periglacial environment in the last
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                    Fig. 3 Involution at the Sotoyama plateau 
 1 Black volcanic ash layer (10 cm± in thickness) 2 Dark-brown loamy ash 
    layer (110 cm±) 3 Orange-colored pumice layer (7 cm±) 4 Dark-colored sandy 
    ash layer (25 cm±) 5 Reddish pumice layer (3 cm±) 6-8 Dark-coloredsandy 
    ash layers (65 cm±) 9 Black scoria layer (5  cm±)  10-11 Angular and sub-
    angular gravel beds (80 cm+) 
glacial time, were extinct and fossilized by the improvement of climate and the 
revival of vegetation. 
   The main active process at present is gradual flushing of interstitial fine 
material, and by the process, barren block streams are being exposed here and there 
from the potential tree-covered block streams. 
Conclusion 
   Block streams in the Himekamidake area are the poly-genetic forms (Mehrzeit-
formen) through three different stages, in which different climato-genetic agencies 
prevailed respectively. Therefore, the formation of block streams in the area 
can not be explained by the usual interpretations that have been proposed by many 
geomorphologists and geologists — for example, the diastrophic theory, the talus 
theory, the debris-flows theory and etc.  —  . And it can not be explained by the 
monistic periglacial theory either. 
   In North America, the distribution of block streams spreads to the lower 
latitudes and lower mountains than the distribution of  PolygonbOden, 
 Eiskeile and Involution, which belong to the typical monistic periglacial forms 
(Brunnschweiler 1964). This fact presumably means the complexity in the 
development of block streams in the middle latitudes including the Kitakami moun-
tains. In a broad sense, block streams come within the category of periglacial 
landforms and at the same time they fall under the category of  landforms due to
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 debris-flows. 
   Besides, we must give attention to the fact that the lithological and site 
conditions had a great influence on the formation of blocks in the Kitakami 
mountains as well as climatic conditions. 
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Photo I The main  diN ide and the  w  est-facing gentle slopes seen from the top of Mt 
 Himekamulake 
        Block streams  are located in the  west-facing gentle slopes at the right side of 
        this  picture  .1t the left  side of the main  di\ ide, there arc many small cliffs 
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2 Large rock ledges (tors  of 
 Felsburgen) at the upper part 
   of the  shallow valley at 
 Hulot°
Photo 3  Upper and middle courses of the 
        block stream at Hinoto. Several
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Photo 8 The  specitn gentle
 ,-,lope at the  lower  00(1  of the block stream at Hinoto
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